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1. Conceptual approach and theoretical framework
1.1.

Centrality of culture to history, society and identity

In the words of Maulana Ron KARENGA, culture can be defined in terms of that ‚very
specific way for each people to celebrate themselves and introduce themselves to
History and to the world‛. As such, culture encompasses a holistic content, meaning for
a specific people, all that they are and all that they have.
Beyond folklore, dance, music, culture refers, in a more substantive and comprehensive
way, to the sum of ideas, knowledge systems and instrumentalities (institutional,
scientific, technological and political) by means of which a people conceives and
organises their relationship to space and time, in the process of production and
reproduction of their existence and social life: economic activity as a whole,
architecture, indigenous educational and health systems, principles and patterns of
institutional and political organization, etc. For a given people, culture encompasses
among others: the best practices and examples set by immortal figures and lessons
learned during the richest hours of their history; their generic worldview, basic
principles of life and value systems; their language (s) and spirituality; their vision of
Self and Other including generic mental images and archetypes etc.
In agreement with Karenga, Amilcar Cabral emphasizes the importance of the culture
of a given people as quintessence of the historical process of that people. Hence the
need and relevance of the return to the sources as basis for the African Renaissance
project (Cabral: 1973: 42). Whereas for Cheikh Anta Diop (Cf: Civilization or Barbarism,
1991: 211-219), history and language represent two among the three key components of
cultural identity, being the third one a psychological (subjective) factor. Historical
conscience is crucial for the consolidation of national conscience and nation building,
particularly in the case of a pluri-cultural and multi-lingual nation in the making.
Among others, historical conscience refers to the feeling of belonging to the same
community from a historical and socio-political point of view, and above all, from the
consciousness of commonly shared aspirations, interests and value systems: in Diop’s
words (Ibid.: 212), it is about that which distinguishes a cohesive people from the
heterogeneous, inorganic population of a market.
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The psychological factor is anchored in and substantiated by, a set of principles, value
systems and worldview, shared as common reference among all members of the same
community. For Diop (1991: 218), it is about ‚the psychological and cultural invariants that
political and social revolutions, even the most radical ones, leave intact, not only among
the people, but among the very leaders of the revolution‛.
In the perspective of J.F.A. Ajayi (1986), emphasis must be put on both history and
historiography: the role of historiography (the way in which history is told, taught and
perceived), is not only to enable the explanation and comprehension of all events and
facts which make up history; it also has to deal with the way in which the totality of the
same events and facts are perceived individually and collectively, within a given
society. In other words, particularly for a people subjected to foreign subjugation, it is of
paramount importance to understand how their current situation came to be what it is.

Hence the function fulfilled by historical collective memory as the womb for an
alternative identity and image of self as a people, and, therefore, as a potentially
subversive space for political initiative and self re-assertiveness. Hence the necessity for
a concerted effort in order to correct the falsified versions of history as told or written
by others, in order to achieve a greater and more effective autonomy for African
historical and political consciousness, the main objective being, not a rehabilitation of
Africa’s history as such, but rather to enable African people to ‚know and understand
exactly what happened, how and why it did happen‛. More importantly still, is the
capacity for African people and leadership, to identify in both their common history and
current situation, the major tendencies as well as alternative models and references for the future
(Ajayi 1986: 11).
This is about a double process. Firstly a process of restitution and ownership of one’s
historical and political memory. Secondly, a process of re-conquest and renewal by
Africans, especially youth, women as well as

intellectual and political elites, of both

self-confidence and trust in their own capacities, as they prepare to face challenges of
viable statehood and nation-building in the context of globalisation and the spirit of
African Renaissance, as an alternative and global project of society and Civilisation.
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1.2.

The burden of Eurocentric epistemologies and orthodoxies

From an African Renaissance perspective, it is necessary to critically look at some of the
suspicions held, and false accusations formulated against, African indigenous justice
systems (AIJS) by authors representative of

the intellectual tradition of oppressive

ethnography as part and parcel of hegemonic globalization. According to O. Oko Elechi
(2004: 2), the said suspicions and accusations include the so-called genetic incapacity
and un-preparedness of African institutions and mechanisms of conflict resolution to
respect and protect human rights in general and the rights of suspects and litigants in
particular. Beyond such suspicions and false accusations, there are a number of
underlying assumptions such as the non-existence of the least concept of human rights
in pre-colonial Africa.
Such negative perceptions are also commonly shared by social developmental theorists in
their artificial distinction between ‚traditional‛ and ‚modern‛ societies; being the latter
category represented per excellence, by Western societies, whereas African societies are
forced in their totality into the conceptual straitjacket of the category of ‚traditional‛ or
backward societies which for that matter, have no other choice left than to strive to
‚catch up‛ with their Western counterparts, in an endless race aimed at ‚filling up‛
their many ‚developmental gaps‛.
One problem with these kinds of approaches lies in that they tend to overlook or fail to
fully take into account, either the inherent differences in worldviews between one
people and another, or the role of culture in the conception and administration of justice
in every human society.
1.3. Development or Renaissance?
In a collective book recently published in French, African scholars such as Jose Do
Nascimento

(2008) have challenged and dismissed the ‚filling up the developmental

gap‛ approach. African Renaissance is proposed as an alternative paradigm to the
paradigm based on the ‚theories of development‛ associated with a distorted vision of
Africa’s history and cultures. For Do Nascimento et al, the modernisation of African
societies should not be viewed in terms of the so-called ‚liberal big push‛ advocated by
Western-inspired epistemology. Historical and social progress in Africa will, in the
contrary, come only as a result of a holistic and radical process of re-foundation,
4
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renewal and transformation of both the social fabrics as well as of African peoples
themselves: their mindset, world outlook, vision of Self and Other, together with their
position in the world.
The preceding entails, amongst others, the need to rethink critically, issues of institution
building, constitutionalism and shared values.
1.4.

Universalism and specificities: relevance of African approach(es)

If we look at the issue of human rights from the point of view of its recorded versions in
Western historiography and literature, two landmarks are generally recalled: the French
1789 Universal Declaration of Human and Citizen’s Rights and the 1948 UDHR /
Universal Declaration on Human Rights, sponsored by the newly established UN
System. At this point, it is worth noting that the primary objective for the creation of the
UN System

was the preservation of peace and security in the world, after two

devastating wars which threatened in many ways the very founding principles and
values as well as some of the major institutions of World Civilization and order. Only
thereafter, did the objectives pursued by the UN System tend to be extended to other
issues and areas of concern such as HR, development, decolonization, protection of
minorities etc.
There also seems to be an ideological North-South divide in terms of approaches; being
the dominant tendency, to put more emphasis on political and civil rights at the
‚North‛, at the expense of other rights such as the economic, social and cultural rights.
In the current African context, it is necessary to recall, furthermore, that the principal
instrument referred to for human rights promotion and protection is the African
Charter on Human and People’s Rights, adopted in 1981 in Nairobi, but enforced only
five years later, i.e.: on 21st October 1986. The Charter’s innovative approach is generally
stressed in its

recognition of equal importance and relevance to both human

(individual) and people’s (community) rights; as well as to notions of rights (duties)
and obligations for individual citizens and collective members of society and, last but
not least, the relevance of the notion of the right to development. The African Charter
must thus be widely ratified and its provisions incorporated as part of legal and
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regulatory frameworks on the Continent with regards to administration of justice as
well as legal practices (Tsemo Mboup: Ibid.)

Historian Doulaye Konate (1997) is, among others, one notable contributor to the debate
on the endogenous foundations of a culture of peace in Mali and Africa, through a
careful scrutiny of traditional mechanisms for conflict prevention and resolution in the
African context. In particular, Konate made a seminal contribution to a study on the
same matters produced in 1998 by a team of National experts, in the framework of a UN
General Secretariat mission for the establishment of a National Programme on
Governance, Education to the Culture of Peace and Human Rights in Mali, coordinated
by this author.
It is further recalled that the historical context for the formulation of ‚universal ideals‛
as proclaimed in international judicial instruments, pacts and codes was not always one
of democracy and pluralism conducive to equal consideration, treatment and
integration of the historical experiences of various peoples on culture of peace and
democracy. For instance, when the Dec. 1948 Universal Declaration on Human Rights
was proclaimed, the whole of Africa was represented within the then incipient UN
System, only by three countries: Ethiopia and Liberia – the two only countries that were
not under colonial administration – and apartheid South Africa. From an
epistemological point of view, it is therefore legitimate to assume that more recent
studies of the historical experiences and cultures of African peoples, might have the
potential to enrich the content of the said international judicial instruments, codes and
pacts while staying conform with their spirit and content.
Whereas fundamental rights contained in the African Charter on Human and Peoples’
Rights are also found in other international Covenants, at the same time, the work of the
Committee put in place for the redaction of the Charter was also guided by the
principle according to which the Charter ‚should reflect the African concept of human
rights by taking as a model the African philosophy of the Law‛ whilst responding to
African needs. Among others, States signatories proclaim in the Preamble, their
‚determination to take into consideration the virtues of their historical tradition as well
as values of African Civilization that should inspire and characterize their reflection on
the concept of human and peoples’ rights‛. Such an innovative approach contributes to
further confirm its conceptual originality on two main aspects characteristic of African
conceptions and related practices on issues of human rights: the intrinsic linkage
6
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between notions of right and obligation; and the affirmation of the importance and
relevance of a communal (not collectivist) approach to the same notions.
2.

Background Context: Constitutionalism & Crisis of the Nation-State
2.1.

Challenges to access to justice

Access to Justice is a concept related to fundamental principles of law and legal systems
of many governments, an ideal embodied in the principles of equality and nondiscrimination that found the very concept of Law. In a paper presented at a SADC
Chief Justices Conference on Human Rights held in Kasane, Botswana, in the period 5-7
July 2004, Sihaka Tsemo Mboup, former regional Representative for the UN High
Commissioner for Human Rights in Southern Africa and the Indian Ocean, emphasizes
the aim of access to justice as consisting in ‚effective delivery of high quality legal
services to all, especially those with low-incomes, the vulnerable and marginalized‛<
Tsemo-Mboup recalls a fundamental fact that must always be borne in mind: that
‚Principles on Access to Justice are focused on economic, social and political justice
with emphasis on distributive justice‛.

Furthermore, it must be recalled that, the

preservation and promotion of human rights implies the existence of a democratic State
governed by the rule of the Law and wishful to guarantee political stability, peace and
security, the social, economic and cultural rights , as well as the general well being for
all its citizens.
2.2.

Domestication of International Law for increased access to justice

Most International human rights instruments including all seven core UN Conventions
guarantee the right and access to justice. These instruments ‚have made provisions for
states to ensure that mechanisms are put in place to protect individuals or groups who
claim rights recognised in these conventions‛, whilst providing a framework together
with mechanisms to monitor conditions for proper administration of international
justice (Tsemo-Mboup: 3). UN special procedures allow to deal with particularly serious
human rights violations. Regional and international legal procedures and cases have,
thus, contributed to positively influencing domestic laws in many countries.
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However, it should be reminded that ‚human rights can only be effectively protected at
domestic level by national courts, magistrates and lawyers; and that international
procedures provide remedies of last resort when internal mechanisms have failed‛
(Tsemo Mboup, 2004: 3). Consequently, as members of the UN broader community,
African countries have put in place mechanisms aimed at facilitating access to
international and regional instruments by national legislatures and judiciaries. In the
context of a renewed commitment to democratic principles, good governance and the
rule of the Law, there is a new opening which arises from the way in which African
leaders seem to have prioritized their commitment to strengthening the administration
of justice and rule of the Law, and adhering to international human rights norms and
standards. Institutions are thus, being established and mechanisms put in place and
operated, with the purpose of monitoring progress made on obligations arising both
from international, regional and national instruments.
2.3.

Crisis of the judiciary and justice systems: impact of structural dualism and
imported judicial positivism

Efforts made by African Governments for the domestication of International Law whilst
addressing with an increased sense of ownership and responsibility issues of justice
and access to justice as a fundamental human right, attest to the reality of a renewed
commitment to democratic principles, good governance and the rule of the Law on our
continent. Despite persistent difficulties and challenges, initiatives are also being
developed and resources allocated within NEPAD and the African Union, in the search
for common principles and shared values. However, these efforts and initiatives have
proven unsuccessful and might continue being hampered by the fact that most African
legal and judicial systems are still grappling with problems of accessibility and
effectiveness; being some of these problems closely related to socio-cultural including
ethical factors, encountered in the contexts of their implementation.
According to many analysts though, the primary causes of some of these problems are
of a structural nature and should, therefore, be sought after at the very core of the same
legal and judicial systems, i.e. in their own make-up. Most of these systems are
exclusive of principles, values, mechanisms enshrined in the pre-colonial African
8
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institutional and political legacy, as revealed by authors pertaining to the African school
of scientific research and thought founded by the late Cheikh Anta Diop. As pointed
out by Tsemo-Mboup, ‚The structural dualism in the judiciary translates itself into the
juxtaposition of the formal legal systems inherited from colonial powers on the non
formal indigenous systems labeled as traditional or customary law.
Although, in many African countries, the majority of civil cases and even common
offences (more than 80% in some countries) are dealt with by the so called traditional
courts or informal structures, nonetheless the latter enjoy no clear demarcation of their
areas of competence or system of reference at central level, in terms of definition of
rules and principles to be observed and enforced‛. From a normative and an
operational point of view, one cannot ignore the negative impact of multiple and
parallel judicial arrangements that put additional constraints in terms of lack of a
coherent vision and comprehensive approach in addressing the challenges; added to the
impact of other constraining factors such as insufficient resources and qualified staff,
inadequate infrastructures, unmet training needs.
This situation of structural dualism is compounded by challenges and shortcomings of
imported judicial positivism. Those shortcomings include: the obligation for African
citizens to obey laws even unjust ones insofar as they emanate from the State; a
tendency to over-emphasise the

establishment of judicial norms, mechanisms and

procedures (quantitative process); and the formal adhesion to judicial instruments
without bothering to implement them (Tshiyembe, M 2000); There are finally,
difficulties facing the African legislator to reconcile and merge, both at national level
and within the Pan African Parliament, different sources such as the British Common
Law, the Napoleonic legacy, and in some instances, the Sharia Law of Islamic
inspiration.
Last but not least, various studies have emphasized and taken stock of the
disappointment on the part of African people, especially those at grassroots level, with
colonial and post-colonial justice systems. Among others, such disappointment derives
from African peoples’ own perception of the concept and practice of the said systems:
not only are colonial-sponsored and post-colonial justice systems, perceived as alien
and inadequate systems, inorganic with regards to the very social fabrics of African
9
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societies and cultural ethos of African people. By their very nature, the same are also
prone to abuse and corruption.
As a result of the preceding and from a socio-cultural point of view, the following
challenges stand out in the area of legal practices in many African countries: Firstly,
‚the questioning of cultural relativism regarding human rights and modern justice
which is propounded as an alien or Western construct against African values needs
attention. Secondly, traditional justice systems have been negatively influenced by
colonial and post-colonial, politico-ideological legacies. This has led to ‚patriarchal
dominated systems both under traditional and formal justice systems, e.g.:
discriminatory laws and practices against women. Thirdly, ‚insufficient knowledge of
human rights instruments by the ‚duty bearers‛ (law makers and justice practitioners)
and the ‚claim holders‛ (people liable to justice) themselves. Whereas, fourthly,
shortage of institutional skills added to relatively high levels of legal illiteracy, hamper
considerably, ‚the ability to understand and use the legal system and even the
complexity of legal language: which puts additional barriers on those who are already
excluded by the fact that they do not read, write or master official languages‛. (Ibid: 6)
3.

Rethinking the Regulatory Frameworks of Justice Systems and Legal Practices
from an African Renaissance Perspective

As Africa’s organized response to challenges posed by hegemonic globalization, African
Renaissance can be viewed as an alternative and global project of society and
civilisation, aiming at the creation of conditions for the re-birth of our continent as an
independent pole of initiative and decision making, in the scientific, technological as
well as economic and political areas, in the world of to-day and to-morrow.
Strategically, African Renaissance refers to two realities and processes. First, to the
ultimate, long-term goal for Africa and the African people in the 21st Century (re-birth);
secondly, to the long, protracted and complex process of transformation and selftransformation leading to that renaissance: transformation of Africa’s position in the
world and of its relationship to other continents and peoples; transformation of African
peoples’ living conditions; self-transformation of Africans themselves, as a necessary
condition towards achieving the strategic goal stated above.
10
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Based on the preceding, Pan-Africanism can be viewed as the operative tool or doctrine
for African Renaissance.
African Renaissance is also envisaged as an alternative paradigm for knowledge
production, dissemination and consumption.
3.l. Re-asserting the relevance of AIJS
Despite the dominant position of African states regarding models and patterns of
justice systems and correctional services etc, attempts to disqualify and dismiss African
institutions of social control must be challenged and refuted by, first, re-affirming from
both an empirical and theoretical point of view, the

ongoing relevance of such

indigenous justice systems in the affairs of African people, including in the way in
which they operate through administration of justice services, particularly within the
framework of African Africa and in rural areas where live the majority of our people.
Certain factors account for such relevance. In the first instance, there is the bitter
disappointment on the part of African people, especially those at grassroots level, with
colonial sponsored justice systems, as previously emphasized (see: Elechi, Ibid.: 21-2).
Above all, the dominant (i.e.: official) justice systems in Africa established in the wake
of the Western model of the nation-state are, intrinsically, alien to the African concept
and practice of justice. As a consequence, they are perceived as inadequate and
unresponsive to African socio-judicial contexts and peoples’ judicial needs. In many
respects, the former appear to be less accessible, less efficient, when compared to the
more democratic, African state models and indigenous justice systems, credited,
together with their underlying principles and values, with greater ability and
preparedness to protect human and people’s rights, including through correctional
services and practices.
3.2.

Constitutionalism and best practices and lessons learnt from the
institutional legacy of African Africa
African Africa refers to the Africa that is still itself and continues abiding by its own
principles and value-systems. African Africa should not be perceived as exclusively an
Africa of the past: it is also in many respects, an Africa of today and tomorrow.
11
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A) A great diversity of frameworks and contexts
Out of the original context of Nile Valley civilisations (Egypt and Nubia), a holistic
assessment of the institutional and political legacy of African Africa, would require to
conduct an investigation about values, principles and institutions, within frameworks
that include post-pharaonic areas of civilisation such as kingdoms and empires in West
Africa (Ghana; Mali; Songhay), Central Africa (Kuba; Ndongo and Matamba), in
Southern Africa (Zimbabwe and Monomotapa; Zulu Kingdom), in North-Central Africa
(Kanem-Bornu and other political states around Lake Tchad and Northern Nigeria),
and in Eastern Africa: Buganda; Bunyoro-Kitara, Ankole.
The African pre-colonial legacy also comprises of centralised socio-political formations
of lesser dimensions than those of kingdoms and empires. They include more or less
centralised chieftaincies with their respective hierarchies, codes and protocols such as
the Bamileke Fo-led Tsa and sultanates of Islamic inspiration encountered in Northern
Nigeria: Kano, Kaduna, Zaria, Sokoto< To the last category of politico-institutional
entities, correspond non-centralised formations. In those formations, the existence of
councils play a key role at central level and in the social, political and economic life of
local communities. The preservation and consolidation of democratic institutions,
principles and mechanisms, are equally guaranteed through counter-powers entrusted
with, amongst others, functions of oversight of the way in which the executive and
judiciary perform their constitutional duties.
Part of such a political legacy was preserved and enriched throughout the African
Diaspora’s history of permanent and relentless resistance against oppression, that was
marked amongst others, by the glorious saga of the Fighting Maroons of Jamaica, of the
Juka, Aukanisi, Saramaka, Kwinti and Matavai of Suriname. The same legacy was further
consolidated in places such as Haiti, whose independence was formally proclaimed in
1804 and Palmares, the legendary African republic in Brazil that was founded at the
turn of the XVIIth century by an outstanding warrior-leader, strategist and statesman
by the name of Zumbi. Against a politico-military coalition of Western powers aimed at
its re-conquest and re-enslavement of its people, Palmares succeeded to preserve its
independence for almost a century, until 1694.
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B) Philosophy of power and generic governance principles of African
muntucracies
Essentially, the African conception of political power differentiates between the notion
of power in terms of a crude capacity of coercion, on the one side and, on the other side,
that of authority, considered as both the foundation of the legitimacy and the
cornerstone of, real power. Such conception of power, is organized around key notions
such as Ubuntu ( humanity as an ontological category or status and as a political and
ethical principle) and Maat (notion of justice, truth, equity, righteousness, universal
balance and harmony). The same acknowledges basic principles such as the principles
of separation and balance of constitutional powers, those of representation and
decentralisation; it also recognises and protects constitutional rights for minorities, for
foreigners and of course for women, as testified by many, including by Ibn Battuta, the
Arab historian and traveler, who visited the Mali empire, in the XIVth century.
Among constitutional principles and core values of African democracy or muntucracy
as derived from the same philosophy and practices of power, the following stand out
due to their importance: the people’s will as Supreme Law; the sovereign
himself/herself is not above the law, s(he) falls under the law as any other citizen;
sovereigns are regarded as leaders rather than rulers, being the most respected ones
those who most care for their people’s well-being, prosperity and peace, amongst
others.
Obviously, the societies in question were exempt from neither conflicts of interest nor
social antagonisms. Furthermore, one should differentiate with Bathily (1994) between
two distinct periods in the history of institutional and political systems, particularly in
West Africa. The most recent one, which is contemporaneous with the domination of
market capital and the slave trade in all the social formations, was marked by the
advent of warring and predatory states, built on the still burning ruins of the Songhai
Empire at the end of the sixteenth century. The context is one of societies that were
more organized along hierarchical lines, ‚tougher‛, and within which resorting to
violence, brute force, was the prerogative of states in general and of their main
institutions: the army and the judiciary in particular. Such historical context was thus
marked, by a process of degeneration of political power and governance ethics as
testified by the advent of oppressive leaders, some of whom relying at a later stage, on
13
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profits made from the insertion of their states in networks of the Atlantic slave trade for
economic or political survival.
In all cases, it is critical to take into consideration, the existence of regulatory
mechanisms put in place and that never ceased operating, underpinned as they were by
a common will to live together, beyond specificities in the cultures and lifestyles of
certain communities or differences in

functional regions constitutive of different

politico-social formations.
C) Gender dimensions of power and leadership
Despite myths and distortions characteristic of the dominant mainstream discourses,
African women were the first women in world history to have enjoyed constitutional
rights. Besides, in the context of African Africa, the principle of matricentrality (or
matrifocality) seems to have been one anthropological trait very widely shared by
many

African

peoples

such

as

the

AMakhuwa,

WaSwazi,

BaTswana,

ANyanja/AChewa, VaMakonde (in Southern Africa), as well the Wolof, Nupe, Igbo,
Akan (Ashanti, Fanti, Bawle, Ga) in West Africa, and of course, in ancient Egypt.
Meaning that despite the reality of male dominance in political power structures,
African societies were centered around women.
Within such a context, women have always performed a fundamental role and enjoyed
a high status in many respects. African Africa also accounts for a long and rich tradition
of female leadership that includes Queens, Queen Mothers most of whom warrior
queens and/or women priests. Whereas in the history of the African Diaspora, women
have also performed a major role as leaders of the relentless and multi-facetted
resistance against slavery as well as in the

struggles for social and national

emancipation, in the post-slavery era.
D) Rights-based approaches to governance and justice: the Founding Charter
of the Mande Empire as case study
At the time of its peak, between the 13th and 15th centuries, the Mande (Empire of Mali)
covered a territory more extensive than three times that of to-day’s France. The
Founding Charter of the Mande is a solemn declaration pronounced at the end of the
year 1236, on the occasion of the enthronement and swearing in ceremony of Soundiata
Keita, first Emperor of the Mande, This was a declaration of faith from the powerful
14
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hunters’ brootherhood on their total opposition to all forms of oppression and human
indignity, including servitude, captivity and slavery.
The Founding Charter of the Mande or legacy of Kurukan Fuga, intended ‚to speak to
the ears of the whole world‛, starts by recalling that ‚The Mande was founded on
harmony and concord, on love, freedom and fraternity (quote as in Mboup, 2008: 104).
Which means that there could be no ethnic, racial, gender or other forms of social
discrimination in the Mande, because ‚every human life is a life‛ and that ‚there is no
worst calamity than hunger and slavery‛ (Ibid., Idem). The text goes on with references
to moral qualities such as sense of honor and nobility of character, but also to nature
and social issues such as marriage, etc. In the words of Youssouph Tata Cissé, The
Charter of the Mande represents for all humanity a treasure, a hidden treasure. It is ‚a
political text of key importance and relevance, that celebrates principles and values
such as peace, tolerance, fraternity and solidarity, that were carried out since time
immemorial, by the confraternity of initiated hunters.
E) Culture of peace, administration of justice and State responsibilities
Central to the duties of all leaders and governance structures at all levels, was the
obligation to render services to the peoples and communities placed under their
authority. The services to be provided included: protection of life; safety and security of
people and their properties; a decent life through access to basic services; access to a fair
and equitable justice system; etc. This was indeed, a challenging and testing ground for
governance structures at all levels: one which provides in many respects, useful lessons
to address challenges of today and tomorrow.
Within the African pre-colonial context, the formal or symbolic recognition of authority
especially from individuals and communities seeking protection, arbitration and justice
and the pre-eminence of authority over power, made it an obligation for those leaders
to whom authority was recognized, to strive to do justice to those who were seeking
their arbitration or protection, in a context whereby power seldom provided a
legitimate basis for economic exploitation (Mboup, 2008:104-5).
Once institutionalized through the Charter of Kurukan Fuga, the constitutional and
governance principles stated above, became a living legacy destined to provide
inspiration and guidance to the Mansa (Emperor) and to all duty bearers within the
15
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empire’s State apparatus, including in the justice system. For similar reasons, extreme
forms of political oppression would trigger off the intervention of counter powers
acting as custodians of public liberties and prerogatives, including in the
pronouncement and execution of heavy penalties against unpopular or corrupt leaders.
In some cases, political and judicial processes conducted according to very strict ethical
norms and judicial procedures, could lead to public disavow or repudiation, of the
sovereign as in the case of Wolof Dammel (King) Daaw Demba who, according to oral
tradition records, ended up being forced into exile in 1647, as a result of his extremely
abusive and oppressive reign.
F) Diplomacy and conflict prevention, management and resolution
Diplomacy and conflict prevention and management were also codified and regulated
since time immemorial, through a number of institutions and mechanisms and a set of
codes, principles and values that are still very much alive to-day in the Bilad-Es-Sudan
(West Africa) particularly in the Republic of Mali where they played a critical role in the
resolution of the armed conflict that erupted in the North of the country in the 1990s.
The Malian experience illustrates the importance of social capital in general and, in
particular, the centrality of certain constitutional principles in the culture of peace and
in conflict management in African Africa. These constitutional principles include,
amongst others, the following: preference for conflicts’ prevention over their
(management or) resolution; preference for mediation, and (re) conciliatory procedures
over contentious approaches and procedures. As a consequence, the trial appears as an
exceptional and ultimate option, when all possibilities of settling a dispute or a conflict
amicably, have been exhausted and failed. Hence the importance of the role of certain
persons and/or institutions for mediation and (re) conciliation, given their status,
prerogatives and authority. Such was the case with the Nyamakala or Jeli as well as the
councils: family councils, councils of elders, inter-village and inter-clanic councils, that
were established to serve similar purposes of peace-making, peace-building and settling
disputes arising from conflicts of interests, as issues of critical importance and of
permanent concern in many African historical and cultural traditions (Mboup: 1998;
2008:103).
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Towards the same end, various mechanisms and institutions were put in place in the
framework of communities and organised states. They include: extended political and
matrimonial alliances such as inter-clanic marriages; mediation; artistic and sports
competitions; and the institution of

sanankuya or symbolic kinship, which

institutionalises very strict, compelling codes of conduct, etiquette and mutual
obligations between specific clans, ethnic or other social groups, including in times of
conflict or as means of preventing conflict from occurring. Similar policies were also
pursued for the purpose of regulating peaceful relations between wider communities
and states.
3.3.

Core principles and values of AIJS

A) A negotiative and democratic system
According to Elechi (2004:19 sq...), AIJS in their varied configurations and operative
modalities can be viewed as essentially negotiative and democratic, despite the generic
pattern of dominance of the processes of conflict resolution by male adults – which does
not necessarily mean that women were either excluded from such processes, or that
their own rights were jeopardised within the same context.

As an all inclusive,

community-based, negotiative and democratic process, justice making in African Africa,
is an opportunity for a wide dialogue among all stakeholders including judges with
their aides, councillors and collaborators together with the litigants themselves, their
families and society at large (Elechi 2004: 19).
The intrinsic value of AIJS as compared to other systems and particularly to the
Western-inspired systems, reside in the fact that ‚when people involved in a conflict
participate and are part of the decision making process, they are more likely to accept
and abide by the resolution‛ (Elechi Ibid. Idem).
B) A victim-centered system
The first priority of AIJS is the safety of victims. As a consequence, assistance is
provided to victims with a view to restore their injury, property lost, and their sense of
security and dignity; being the starting point of AJS, the ‚victims’ needs for
information, validation, social support and vindication‛. According to Nsereko (1992:
22), African customary legal processes ‚focused mainly on the victim rather than on the
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offender‛, since ‚the goal of justice was to vindicate the victim and protect his/her
rights‛. In conformity with the same principles as derived from African peoples’
worldview(s), value-systems and cultural ethos, ‚the imposition of punishment on the
offender, was designed to bring about the healing of the victim rather than to punish
the offender‛ (Elechi 2004: 18).
C) The restorative & transformative nature of AIJS
In the opinion of Elechi (Ibid: 18 sq.), ‚the restoration of rights, dignity, interests and
well-being of victims, offenders, and the entire community‛, is the goal of African
indigenous justice systems; being the empowerment of victims, offenders and the
community, their central principle. Furthermore, the justice making process can
perform a transformative role inasmuch as ‚conflict provides opportunities for stakeholders to examine and bring about changes to the society’s social, institutional and
economic structures.
Unlike what occurs within the Western concept of justice, rather than punishing the
offender for punishment sake, in many instances, the offender was made to pay
compensation to the victim; being well understood, as emphasised by Nsereko, that
compensation ‚goes beyond restitution. It also represents a form of apology and
atonement by the offender to the victim and community‛. (Nsereko 1992, as in Elechi:
18). However, despite their victim-centeredness, AIJS were at the same time, supportive
of offenders themselves by persuading them to understand and accept responsibility for
their actions. In this regard, the transformative nature of AIJS is further attested by the
fact that the same systems were/are ‚able to condemn a behaviour and yet retain
respect and love for the wrong-doer. Africans believe human-beings are capable of
change and therefore deserve a second or even a third chance‛ (Elechi 2004: 22).
3.4.

A corporate (communal) approach to human rights and justice

Following works by scholars from the African school of research and thought founded
by Cheikh Anta Diop, there is now growing consensus on the rootedness of justice
associated with human and peoples’ rights in pre-colonial African societies and
cultures. As stated earlier, the culture of respect for, protection and promotion of,
human and people’s rights in African Africa, was and still is, embedded in the central
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notions of ubuntu and maat. Justice Mokgoro from South Africa defines ubuntu – a zulu
word - as a lifestyle or unifying world-view ‚of African societies based on respect and
understanding between individuals. Ubuntu has been translated as humaneness. *<+ it
envelopes values of group solidarity, compassion, respect, human dignity, conformity
to basic norms and collective unity‛ (as quoted in Anderson 2003; and Elechi, 2004: 22).
As a consequence of the centrality of notions of ubuntu and maat, a corporate or
communal approach to justice was also the dominant norm in the context of precolonial African societies, with particular incidence on the concepts of the state and
varied practices of political power. As stated by Motala, ‚The individual was always a
member of an extended family or community. Membership of the extended family or
community bestowed the individual with rights and duties‛ (Motala 1989: 381).
Gyekye (1996), in conformity with his own Akan cultural background, observes that
‚The African conceives of the individual as endowed with dignity, and believed in the
sanctity of human life‛; being human dignity in the same context, ‚an expression of the
natural and moral rights of the individual‛ (quote as in Elechi: 8). To substantiate his
views, Gyekye cites an Akan proverb according to which ‚All human beings are
children of God; no one is a child of the earth‛. Similarly, Southern African peoples
such as the Basotho have it that Umuntu ngu muntu nga banye bantu; which translates:
‚A human being is a human being because of other human beings‛. Or else: nit nitay
garabam, according to the Wolof of Senegambia (Mboup: 2008: 103-4).
In other words, it is only within the larger community that the individual rights must be
appreciated inasmuch as ‚the group or community rights or interests generally override
that of the individual‛, yet without prejudice for the individual’s own rights or freedom
(Elechi, ibid., idem). Igbo societies for example, are described as being profoundly
humane, insofar as they are ‚emphatically centered upon human interests and values‛
and that therefore, they are ‚characterised by empathy, and by consideration and
compassion for human beings‛ (quote as in Elechi: 9). This is what Onwuachi (1977: 16)
calls African spiritual communalism, as it derives from African indigenous principles of
‚live and let live; collective sharing; common concern for one another; sense of
belonging together; social justice; economic progress and viability for all; and the
African indigenous political process of participatory democracy‛.
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3.5. Implications for correctional services
Coming to grasp with generic principles and values of the underlying philosophy of
power in African Africa, is critical for the understanding of the nature of AIJS and related
correctional services and practices. Ubuntu (humanity, humaneness) and maat (equity,
justice, universal balance and harmony) can thus be seen as the two basic threads
intertwined in the weaving of the complex tapestries of many African pre-colonial
societies. On the one hand, since the commitment of offences or more serious crimes
was perceived not only as an assault against the safety, security, dignity or welfare of
another individual and the group to which (s)he belonged, but also as an act of
aggression and destabilization against the natural and social order of which both
offender and victim together with their respective communities formed an integral part,
therefore, responsibility and accountability for the offences and crimes committed, were
also a corporate or communal affair, in the same context.
On the other hand, from the perspective of the generic conceptions as well as in the
varied modalities of administration of justice and specifically within correctional
services and practices, ‚torture, killings, and other abuses would be objectionable in
terms of Africa’s own traditional standards of human rights‛ (Motala: quote as in Elechi
2004: 13). This is because in the same context, other notions such as the notion of
respect, were closely and intrinsically, associated with those of ubuntu and maat in the
broader sense, as generic principles for social control as well as basic norms of ethical
behaviour; being the line of demarcation between morality, ethics, spirituality and
social normality - including in the justice systems as a whole - a very thin line, indeed.
Respect involved respect for oneself and for others, as ‚very much a part of the
normative structure of the legal system‛, as observed by Marashinge (quote as in Elechi
2004: 12).
Furthermore, it must be emphasized that, as a consequence of a culturally different
perspective on the notions of offence and crime associated with the above-mentioned
corporate or communal, approach to justice, prisons and other penitentiary institutions
were rather an exception and not the norm, in most pre-colonial, African frameworks.
As a consequence, socialisation of correctional services and practices was rather the
dominant norm. In many instances and respects, most institutions of social control were
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also/still are, ‚formal agents of re-socialization‛ (Elechi 2004: 3), hence providing
offenders support through teaching and healing. Chastisement of offenders was thus
followed by strenuous efforts to reintegrate them back into the community (Elechi
2004‛: 22), with responsibilities equally shared between the state, community leaders
and society at large, including families, clans, villages as well as age- and gender groups
and networks of which offenders were an integral part.
FINAL CONSIDERATIONS
1. Start at our own feet
Pathe Diagne (1981) emphasized that Africa is home to a history of knowledge and
institution building – including in the areas of leadership development and the
judiciary - as old as the world ‘. This is a legacy whose singularity should be stressed
not in terms of a racial phenomenon as such, but rather as a purely cultural and
historical one’ (Diagne, 1981: 90). As ancestors of humankind and human Civilization,
African peoples have built institutions and produced discourses about their own
practices.
It is possible to retrace, through space and time, and reconstruct the
continuity and the coherence of African thought and legacy and to see them at work in
the provision of efficient solutions to many developmental and societal problems,
including institution-building and leadership.
Therefore, to contend building or implement a theory of development, democracy or
social progress while ignoring this African historical and cultural legacy, would be
same as digging under our own feet ‚a vacuum of several millennium‛ that could be
filled by no discourse or dissertation on human rights, ‚development‛ or
constitutionalism, learned and brilliant as such a dissertation might be.

2. Relevance of AIJS, capacity-building and mindset engineering
Frustrations and even resentment of victims of serious offences and crimes such as gang
rapes accompanied of other forms of qualified violence that may cause almost
irreparable physical, psychological and moral damage may arise if principles and
values of AIJS are applied to perpetrators of the said offences and crimes. There might
be two ways in which to deal with

similar challenges in the current judicial

dispensation: either to revert back to the extremely punitive logic of Western-inspired
justice systems, which entails application of heavy incarceration penalties to offenders
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and in some cases death penalties ; or else an option to stick to African philosophies of
Law, and judicial norms and values. In this case, a consistent advocacy and education
work might be necessary for mindset engineering, to convince victims about the
relevance of the option for a more restorative, victim-centered approach to and practice
of justice.
In this regard, alliances with youth, women and other civil society organizations, will be
critical to build institutional and operational capacities

for the dissemination of

knowledge about AIJS as a better option to deal with challenges faced by both victims
and offenders, including in cases of serious offences and crimes against other African
citizens and the social order as a whole.
3. Spirituality, ethics and leadership character development
For leadership character development purposes in the current dispensation marked by
a profound crisis of leadership and of leadership paradigms on the Continent, there is a
need to centrally reinstate spirituality and ethics in the curriculum for African
leadership training, consolidation and development. The relevance of such a pedagogic
option would be tested against its capacity to help find solutions to critical issues and
challenges of governance and collective survival for the African people, due to the
carelessness and sometimes the irresponsibility of certain African leaders who do not
hesitate to actively involve themselves in the ongoing plundering of African land and
natural resources, with no or very little consideration for the devastative impact of their
acts on the future of current and following generations of Africans, including those yet
to be born; and in violation of African immemorial codes of ethics, principles and
values according to which land and natural resources on it and underneath the ground,
are the exclusive possession of nobody, powerful as they may be.
It is still time to, amongst others, correct the wrongs done in this respect, by returning to
the sources of constitutional principles and values such as the preceding. And by
codifying them under the form e.g. of a Pan-African Convention on Land, Biodiversity
and Natural Resources to be agreed upon, signed, ratified and implemented by all
African States, in order to provide greater protection for the immense but exhaustible
African natural resources very much under threat in the current dispensation.
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4. Leadership renewal, development and empowerment
There is a need for leadership preservation, renewal and development. We must also focus on
building ‚communities of leaders so that the loss of one does not curtail for an instant
our progress and growth‛. We are not talking of Senegalese, Mozambican, Brazilian,
Jamaican or South African leaders. We are talking of AFRICAN leaders both female
and male from the Diaspora and the Continent as custodians and protective shields of
our common future and that of future generations of Africans.
More than anything else, Africa is in dire need of an alternative paradigm for leadership
that is critically anchored in the best practices and lessons learned out of the
achievements, failures and ambiguities of the NEPAD and African Union’ generation of
leaders and of previous generations including the various components of the postcolonial generation of leaders. The new leadership paradigm must also be rooted in the
institutional, political and intellectual legacy of African Africa, as Africa’s history of
institution-building and knowledge production is also associated with a legacy of
outstanding leadership.
5. African indigenous languages as shared values and the need for a linguistic
de-colonization
“No one can savor a delicacy with someone else’s tongue”. Nonetheless, “It is in European
languages that African elites took power/inherited it, exercised it and continue to hold
on to it‛. History has also taught us that no people has ever achieved real freedom,
democracy or social progress, using exclusively or predominantly, languages
understood by a minority of their members.
Therefore, to overcome ambiguities and shortcomings of the de-colonization process as
a whole, cosmetic changes will not be enough. It will be necessary to literally “grab the
bull by its horns” by defining a concerted pan-African programme and strategy for
linguistic decolonization, that will focus on viable institution-building, allocation of
sufficient resources and enactment of binding resolutions at national, regional and
continental level. Grabbing the bull by its horns means, amongst others, putting in
place and implementing language and cultural policies aiming at the ‚generalization of
the practice of scientific and political discourse in African indigenous languages ‚ (O. B.
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Yai, 1984), that can only be achieved through an option both towards integral
multilingualism and

for mother-tongue education with particular emphasis on

curriculum design and development, relevant didactic contents and materials and
enhanced pedagogy.
Consequently, the linguistic issue should be addressed without delay, starting with the
current initiative on Constitutionalism and Shared Values, in order to guarantee
ownership by African peoples at all levels, starting with the grassroots, of the NEPAD
and African Union processes. This entails, among others, the translation of African
Constitutions as well as the African Union Constitutive Act, the NEPAD Basic
document and those on the APRM, the Peace and Security Council in as many African
indigenous languages (AIL) as possible, especially cross-border languages; and an effort
to produce future documents in Swahili and AIL, making use of the intrinsic capacities
for expression and communication, including for cognitive thought, of our the same
AIL
The adoption of Swahili as an official language for the AU, opens up promising
perspectives for African global leadership to undertake the necessary measures for the
generalization of political as well as scientific discourses in African national languages,
at all levels. Priority actions and areas of intervention include among others: promotion
of AIL in education; development of terminologies on constitutionalism and shared
values in AIL; and translation of outcomes of the 6/7 December 2010 Addis Ababa
Conference on Constitutionalism and Shared values, in Swahili and (possibly) other
AIL, especially cross-border idioms.
In this process, African universities and research centres such as the University of South
Africa (UNISA) through the Institute for African Renaissance Studies (IARS) and the
Academy of African Languages and Science (AALS), and Pan-African specialized
institutions such as the African Academy of Languages (ACALAN) and the Centre for
Linguistic and Historical Studies Through Oral Traditions (CELTHO), could bring a
major contribution. This includes in particular, designing a long term linguistic policy at
continental level and actions of promotion, through research, publications and other
media, of the social use of those languages; and implementation of module(s)

of
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initiation to Basic Swahili, of African Heads of State and Governement, Senior Officials
and Ministers, including Army Officials and Diplomats.
Pan-African initiatives and enabling frameworks can be taken advantage of in this
respect. They include, among others, the 2006 Khartum Decision, the 2006-2015 Second
Decade of Education for Africa, the 2010 African Cultural Renaissance Campaign and
the African Union-BREDA Joint initiative for the Promotion of KiSwahili as Language
for African Integration.
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